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Dedicated to the revival of the “King of Crafts”

COMING
EVENTS
February 24 2008 ...Meeting at
Luxton forge, followed by a
Quicktongs demo by Raynier
March 30 2008...meeting at Luxton forge
April 25,26,27 2008...NWBA
spring conference at Mount
Vernon WA
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Foot Operated hammer
In a small blacksmith shop, it is not always possible to keep a helper for doing
the heavy striking, for the work requiring heavy striking is so intermittent that
it would be difficult to keep the helper busy for the remainder of the time. For
this reason, the foot-power hammer, as shown, was invented. It consists of a
heavy sledge a hung with a suitable controlling mechanism of springs and levers, arranged in such a manner that it can be brought down on the work by
pressing down lever b. The spring c holds the hammer in its upper position,
while the spring d transmits the pressure of the foot to the hammer handle. The
tension in the springs can be regulated by moving the hook to the different
holes e or the clevis to the different holes f. The position in which the sledge
strikes on the face of the anvil can be controlled by a lever near the horn of the
anvil, which is not visible in the illustration.
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VIBA minutes Jan 27 ‘08
Charlie D called the meeting to order not long
after 11.00.
Show and Tell: Neil did not bring in the truckload
of forges from Kwantlen College, but they were
on hand to be admired outside. Thanks were
voted to Ken Dexter, who made the forges happen.
Charlie L brought a set of coat hooks and a picture of the big candelabra
Willy brought a wood lathe gouge made from one
of the bits of steel from the railway- they probably have a name, but I don’t know what it is.
Raynier brought in the plaque of blacksmiths who
have passed on to note that Jim Montgomery’s
name has been added
Dan brought a cheetah mask. He said it was not
quite finished, but then his standards of finished
are not those of mere mortals.
Neil brought a series of photos of the spring
NWBA conference at Enumclaw
Minutes were adopted as read
No business arising
New business: New members Jason Harvey,
Hugh Wallace, Leif Hurley, Reid Hurley
(Spelling is phonetic- apologies if I got it wrong)
and Glen Shannon
Charlie D brought up the idea of “Event Coordinators” The concept is that 4 things could use
more coordination than they have been getting (1)
Fairs. Neil will be overall coordinator, with individual fairs each having their own person, so
Willy will be in charge of Coombs, Neil will look
after Nanaimo, Charlie L will look after Saanich,
Dan will attend to Luxton fair and rodeo, Raynier
will look after Cobble Hill, the Saltspring folks
will be in charge of the fair there, and Charlie D
will be in charge of all the little odds and ends.

Secretaries report continued
(2) Production will be coordinated by Willy. (3) Neil
will coordinate the physical plant, equipment maintenance, and anything that is needed to make our place
convenient to use. (4) Skip and Ray will continue to
look after the library

Motion to adjourn and start the AGM.
Jan 27 ‘08
VIBA Annual General Meeting

Treasurer’s Report: Raynier says that though we have
less money in the VIBA account than at this time last
year, most of the difference is due to one time expenses, for which we have assets to show, such as the
load of coal from Quinsam, and the books are still in
the black. The CanIRON account is also healthy. We
will be able to send seed money on to the next CanIRON, and still have a goodly sum left for things like
expanding the shop
Library Report: Skip has subscriptions to the Anvil’s
Ring, the Hammer’s Blow, the Artist Blacksmith and
the Blacksmith’s journal. He mentioned that the conditions to use the library are that a person must be a
member in good standing for 3 months. He has some
extra copies of back issues of The Forge for new
members.
Dennis mentioned that ABANA has a nice bribe to
get people to sign up or renew lapsed memberships, a
DVD with back issues of 50 of the Hammer’s Blow
or the Anvils Ring- He did not remember which- and
the street value of either would be in $150.00 range,
compared with the membership cost of $45.00 US
($40.00 US for seniors) [editors .note...it is actually
26 copies of Hammers blow from 2000 thru 2006]
New Business: Additions to the shop are still being
contemplated. Glen will head up a committee to get
the wheels in motion. He has some drawings, as does
Willy, and needs a budget, a schedule for doing the
necessary things, info on the need for a building permit. Ray, Neil, Willy and Charlie D will help out.
Ben had a question. What happens to the old forges
that came out of the shop?- he did not mention the
new forges that just arrived, but the same answer
covers both. They can be loaned to members. The
term of the loan is open, and it was suggested that it
should be written into the borrower’s will that they
must be returned to VIBA when they are no longer
needed. To obtain such a loan, one should write a
letter to the club expressing interest in borrowing a
forge.
Neil will be giving his course again starting sometime in March. Exact timing will be announced later.
This should be seriously considered by all new members, as it really gives one a very good starting point
for a blacksmithing career or hobby.
At the next meeting, Raynier will demonstrate the
making of “Quick Tongs”.

Raynier read the financial statement, as above. It was
pointed out to anyone who was considering putting
their name forward as treasurer that they would be
responsible for maintaining the membership list, and
would need some computer skills to do so.
Election of Officers: Charlie D was re-elected president by acclamation. Ray was re-elected vice president by acclamation, Charlie L was elected secretary
by acclamation, and Norm was elected treasurer by

Presidents report continued
that began falling [dumping], as we arrived, managed
to dampen us, but not our enthusiasm. It is possible,
however, that the salamanders hibernating in the little
pile of coal were a tad upset to be rudely shovelled
awake. It was quite a sight to see the truck sporting 12
chimneys that looked like giant afterburners travel
down the road. [photos elsewhere in the ‘FORGE’]. A
big thank you to Kwantlen and to the movers and shakers [it got cold] who helped transport our treasure
home.
All four of our new side-draft forges are now installed.
As mentioned in the October ‘FORGE’, they give the
shop a cleaner more open look. They also burn clean,
draft well, and the bonus is that they seem to keep
many of the particulates out of the air that we breathe
in the shop. Yes!
V.I.B.A.’s focus on bringing awareness and revival to
blacksmithing results in a lot of our time and energy
being concentrated in hosting blacksmithing demonstrations and fundraising. It is my belief that we can
work smarter, not harder. We can also spread the workload. Manning these events requires a considerable
amount of organisation as well as members time and
money to participate. With some of structure to cling
to, we can save a lot of duplication and a considerable
amount of time. To make these tasks somewhat less
demanding, we will try out a minimally intrusive system to spread the load and make everything more efficient. I’m sure that this ‘system will be tweaked, twiddled with and improved upon at each meeting over the
following months. Thanks to all, who have and
[knowing the members] who will give it a try. Please
see elsewhere in this ‘FORGE’ or next months of my
Continued on pg 10
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Show and Tell

Unfortunately, another name on the
memorial plaque, Jim Montgomery

Charlie’s candelabra

Charlies hook

Dan Ortons’ cheetah mask
Willy’s lathe tool
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Have Forges, Will Travel. Complete with coal. Whistles and
smoke ...supplied later. Vancouver Island Blacksmiths Association now have 12 coal/
coke forges in their possession from Kwantlen University College, Langley Campus.
Ken Dexter coordinated the transfer of the valuables. Charlie Dowdeswell, Wayne
Wonnenberg, Willy Tobler and Neil Gustafson, enabled the transfer (it was snowing in
Langley) January 19, 2008.

Unloading and temporary storage at Luxton
after the Annual General meeting on Jan 27
2008.
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News from ABANA
ABANA has made arrangements with the Jacksonville Center for the Arts to offer a 25% discount to all ABANA Members on any single class taken during the
2008 Class Schedule. This is the first of many new programs ABANA is working
on to establish the value of membership. The ABANA Membership is still offering the 26 back issue CD of the Hammer's Blow for any new, or expired and rejoining, or gift membership. If you were to purchase these back issues at
the going rate of $3.00 each...............I'll let you do the math, simple
put, it's a great value.Thanks,
Rome H. Hutchings, Chairman, ABANA Membership Services
Contact Person:
Chris Shackelford, Educational Programming Director, The Jacksonville Center
for the Arts, 220 Parkway Lane, South Floyd, VA. 24091, (540) 745-2784
chris@jacksonvillecenter.org, http://www.jacksonvillecenter.org
http://www.jacksonvillecenter.org/school/blacksmithing.htm

Fair/Rodeo coordinators
Fair and Rodeos
Volunteers, Please keep Coordinator and Chairs
Informed and up to date on your participation.
Fair/Rodeo Coordinator - Neil Gustafson
• Luxton Pro Rodeo, May 17,18, 19

ο

Chair - Dan Orton
♠ Volunteers:
• Coombs Fall Fair August 9, 10

ο

Chair - Neil Gustafson
♠ Volunteers: Charlie Dowdeswell [Aug 9, 10]

•

Vancouver Island Exhibition [Nanaimo] Aug
15, 16, 17
ο - Chair – Neil Gustafson

♠
•

ο
♠
•
ο
♠

Volunteers Charlie Dowdeswell [Aug 16]
Cobble Hill Fair, Aug 23
Chair – Raynier P.
Volunteers:
Saanich Fall Fair, Aug 30, 31, Sept 1

•
ο
•
ο

Luxton Fall Fair, Sept 12, 13, 14

•

Craigflower School
- Chair

Chair – Dan Orton Volunteers:
Saltspring Fair, Sept 13, 14

Chair - ?*
♠ Volunteers:
MINI DEMOS
• Co-ordinator – Charlie Dowdeswell

ο
•

ο
ο
ο

Lavender Days
Chair

THANK YOU FOR HELPING THE COORDINATORS AND CHAIRS
FILL THE VOLUNTEER SLOTS THANKS

Chair – Charlie Low
Volunteers: Charlie Dowdeswell [30, 31, 1]
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From California Blacksmith Jan/Feb 2008

QUIKTONGS
By Bill Stone, Encinitas 760-753-7553
I hope this story does not bore you, but you can change the
channel. This past spring I was reading an article by Dick
Niefeld in the Summer 2001 issue of the Hammers Blow. It
was about how he made a pair of bow tongs. I thought a pair
of tongs with a Vee-bit would be a good project but I was
not sure how they would turn out since I wanted to use 1/4
inch thick material,
which is a little thin for splitting the Vee.
Dick's method had lots steps. After reading his article twice, I figured I could save some time by plasma-cutting the blanks. I first
made a full size drawing of the tongs, with reins drawn out. On the
first run, the blanks were a little too light so I changed my drawing
until I thought it would work better. In order to split the bit, I figured it had to be upset. So, I upset the bit from 1/4 to 5/16 and was
able to split both halves fairly easily and quickly finished the
tongs.
I thought the tongs would be great for the Basic I students at Vista
as a kit so I mentioned the idea to Dave Vogel, the Basic I instructor. He asked for two pair to try out. Instead of making a V bit, he turned it 90 degrees to flat. Then he
asked for two more pair and he worked on those. He then called me to order 30 pair by the first Saturday
of the month for his class. Dave did a very good job of illustrating the steps for his students. I believe he
had 23 or 24 students that Saturday and by noon everyone in his class had a pair of completed tongs!
I started out to make a pair of tongs for myself and was not planning to sell them. As it turns out, I have
sold several kits and a few completed tongs. The blanks are 16 1/4 inches long with reins drawn out. All
one has to do is finish the bit end as desired. The kit includes the two blanks, pre-drilled rivet holes, a
rivet and Dave’s step-by-step instructions. All for $15.00 plus shipping and handling.
So far, we have made four tong styles with this blank: V-bit, flat, bolt, and box jaw. Now, if you want to
make a heftier pair of bow tongs to pass down to your grandkids, buy Mark Aspery’s book, The Skills of
a Blacksmith Vol I. There is a wonderful section on tongs in there. But these tongs are perfect for the
beginner because the smith does not need tongs to assemble them. I have been sending kits to some of
CBA’s Basic I instructors for their feedback. Since a pair is completed in about an hour or less, depending on the bit style, they are great for a beginner or for an experienced smith who needs a “really quick”
pair of tong.
Editors note:
I spoke to Bill about ordering a set of these tongs and the problems with shipping to Victoria. We decided the easiest way would be to place a communal order for VIBA members, and have all shipped at
once. Two pairs of tongs would be $30 US plus $11.86 shipping for a total $41.86 US. Shipping might
go down a little with a bulk order. If you want 2 pair of tongs for $40 (or one for $20US) let me know
and bring your money to the Feb 24th meeting.

Our own Raynier Pipke will be demonstrating his version of Quicktongs after the next monthly meeting Feb 24 2008 at Luxton forge. Plan on attending
the meeting, paying your annual dues and learning to make a quick pair of
tongs.
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Vancouver Island Blacksmith Association
Membership Application
Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________ Prov./State: __________
Post/Zip Code: _______________________
Email: ______________________________
Phone: (_____) _______________________
Fax: (_____) _________________________
Are you a: New Member [ ]

Renewal [ ]

[ ] Regular Membership $30.00 Annually
[ ] Contributory Member $100.00 Annually
Members are required to sign a Liability Waiver
Make cheques or money orders payable to:
Vancouver Island Blacksmith Assoc. (VIBA)
1040 Marwood Avenue
Victoria, BC CANADA
V9C 3C4

Artist Blacksmiths Assoc. of North America
Membership Application
Name: ________________________________
Address: ______________________________
City: ______________ State/Prov.: _______
Zip/Postal Code: _______________________
Phone: (_____) ________________________
Fax: (_____) __________________________
[ ] Full Time Student……….........….$35./year
[ ] Regular Membership….........…….$45./year
[ ] Senior Citizen (age 65+)…........…$40./year
[ ] Overseas Surface Mail….......……$60./year
[ ] Oversea Air Mail............................$80./year
[ ] Contributory Membership............$100./year
[ ] Public Library Subscription...........$35./year

Credit Card Payment
Card No. _______________________
[ ] Visa
[ ] Mastercard
Expiry Date: ____________________
Signature: ______________________
by Phone: (706) 310-1030
by Fax: (706) 769-7147
Mail: ABANA, P.O. Box 816,
Farmington,GA,USA.306380816

attempt to illustrate how this works. Also, there will be an on-going list in the ‘FORGE’ of all events, their coordinators and those who have volunteered to take part in each event.
To help support the work we do, the items that we make and sell at the demos are critical in defraying the costs.
Of course, whether members bring items made at home or if they are made at V.I.B.A.’s Production Days, we
have to know which items are in demand, which are in oversupply and what new items may fit the bill. This is
where a Coordinator for our Production Days comes in. As Don Startin has retired we need to find a worthy replacement. The Production Day Coordinator’s responsibilities are as follows:
Production Day Coordinator
[Willy for now]
1. Gathers a committee to:
a.
Count, sort and list items for sale.
b. Make members aware, through their monthly committee report, what items are, and are not,
required.
c. Organise Production Days so members can gather to make items that are to be displayed and
sold at the Fairs and Demos.
d. Plan ways to best display the items.
e. Give a committee report at the monthly meeting.
f.
Realistically price the items that we have for sale.
PLEASE NOTE: it is not the production coordinators sole responsibility to do all of the work! Two or three
volunteers coming forward at the next meeting would be great – see Willy.
Thank you and have a good one,
Charlie
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